A b s t r ac t . We show that every flag variety contains a natural choice of homogeneous cominuscule subvariety. From the Dynkin diagram of the flag variety, we compute the Dynkin diagram of that subvariety.
While we cannot draw a flag variety, or even its associated root system, except in low dimensions, we can draw its Hasse diagram. Our eyes immediately spot in that Hasse diagram its uppermost component, which is always the same as that of a unique cominuscule variety. We then predict (correctly, as we will see) that each flag variety contains an associated homogeneous cominuscule subvariety.
Example . Pick a point p 0 and a line 0 in projective space P 3 , with p 0 not lying on 0 . Each point p of 0 has an associated pointed line: the pair pp, pp 0 q. These pointed lines form a rational curve in the variety of pointed lines. This rational curve is homogeneous under the projective transformations fixing p 0 and 0 ; it is the associated cominuscule variety to the variety of pointed lines. Date: February , . Key words and phrases. flag variety, Hermitian symmetric space. This research was supported in part by the International Centre for Theoretical Sciences (ICTS) during a visit for participating in the program -Analytic and Algebraic Geometry (Code: ICTS/aag / ). This research was completed at the University of Catania, thanks to the hospitality of the university and of Francesco Russo. Thanks to Indranil Biswas, Anca Mustaţă and Andrei Mustaţă for help with algebraic geometry.
. . Flag varieties. A flag variety pX, Gq, also called a generalized flag variety or a rational homogeneous variety, is a complex projective variety X acted on transitively and holomorphically by a connected complex semisimple Lie group G [ ] p.
. We will need to make use of ineffective flag varieties, i.e. G might not act faithfully on X. It is traditional to denote the stabilizer G x0 of a point x 0 P X as P ; the group P Ă G is a complex linear algebraic subgroup. Denote the Lie algebras of P Ă G by p Ă g. One can select a Cartan subgroup of G lying inside P , whose positive root spaces all lie in p. A simple root α is P -compact (compact if P is understood) if the root space of´α belongs to the Lie algebra of P . Each flag variety is determined uniquely up to isomorphism by the Dynkin diagram of G decorated with on each compact simple root and on each noncompact root [ ] p. .
. . Cominuscule varieties.
A flag variety is cominuscule if g{p " T x0 X is a sum of irreducible complex algebraic P -modules. This occurs just when there is a compact subgroup K Ă G so that pX, Kq is a compact Hermitian symmetric space [ ] p.
Proposition . , [ ] p. . Some authors prefer the term compact Hermitian symmetric space, cominuscule Grassmannian, or generalized Grassmannian to cominuscule variety.
Every effective cominuscule variety is a product of the following irreducible effective cominuscule varieties [ ] theorem p.
: An irreducible flag variety is an effective flag variety pX, Gq with G a simple Lie group. Every effective flag variety pX, Gq admits a factorization X " X 0ˆX1ˆX2ˆ¨¨¨ˆXs , G " G 0ˆG1ˆG2ˆ¨¨¨ˆGs , into irreducible flag varieties pX i , G i q, i ą 0, and a point X 0 , unique up to permutation and isomorphism.
A subgroup of a linear algebraic group is unipotent if it consists of unipotent linear maps. Every complex linear algebraic group G has a unipotent radical, the unique maximal unipotent normal subgroup, which is a closed complex linear algebraic subgroup.
A complex linear algebraic group is reductive if it contains a Zariski dense compact subgroup. Every complex linear algebraic group has a reductive Levi factor, i.e. a maximally reductive complex linear algebraic subgroup, unique up to conjugacy [ ] p.
., so that G is a semidirect product of these. The unipotent radical of P is denoted G`Ă P , and a maximal reductive Levi factor is denoted G 0 Ă P , so P " G 0˙G`. A flag variety is cominuscule just when G`is abelian [ ] p. § . . . There is an involutive element w P G in the Weyl group of G so that wG 0 w´1 " G 0 and G`X wG`w´1 " 1. Take the centre Z :" Z G`o f the unipotent radical. LetG :" Z, wZ Ă G be the subgroup generated by Z Y wZ,P :"G X P , X :"G{P . We will prove on page :
Lemma . This pX,Gq of pX, Gq is a positive dimensional homogeneously embedded cominuscule subvariety of X, the associated cominuscule subvariety. The Dynkin diagram of pX,Gq has one connected component for each connected component of the Dynkin diagram of pX, Gq.
Example . Clearly pX, Gq is cominuscule just when pX,Gq " pX, Gq.
. S tat e m e n t o f t h e t h e o r e m Theorem . With denoting a node which could be either a or , the associated cominuscule subvarieties are:
. R e d u c i n g t o ro o t s y s t e m s . . Gradings. A root system with a basis of simple roots α 1 , . . . , α r is graded: each root ř n i α i has grade ř i n i . For a flag variety X " G{P , the root system is also P -graded by the same sum, but only over the noncompact simple roots. The box is the set of P -maximal roots, terminology which roughly follows [ ], [ ] p. , by analogy with Young tableaux. We will see that the box generates the root system ofG.
. . Associated cominuscules in rank 2.
Example . We draw the gradings of the positive roots of the parabolic subgroups of the rank 2 simple groups. Take the subroot system generated by the maximal graded roots. We will see that this is the associated cominuscule root subsystem.
Lie algebra
Grading Associated cominuscule
Example . Any maximal flag variety X " G{B has associated cominuscule subvariety , reducing maximally. This occurs because G has a unique highest root, whose root space generates Z.
. We prove lemma on page .
Proof. Take notation as above for a flag variety X " G{P . To prove that pX,Gq is effective and cominuscule, it is sufficient to prove this for X an irreducible flag variety, i.e. G simple, as otherwise X is a product of irreducibles. The Lie algebra z of the centre Z of the unipotent radical of P is the sum of the root spaces of the P -maximal roots (i.e. roots of maximal P -grade). Let w be the element of the Weyl group of G which changes the sign of the P -grading of the roots. So wz is the sum of the root spaces of the roots of minimal P -grade. Under bracket, these root spaces generate only root vectors and coroots, up to scaling, so the Lie algebrag ofG is the sum of some such, with a coroot only arising when we bracket the root vectors of the associated root and its negative. The vector spaces z and wz are irreducible G 0 -modules [ ] p. proposition .
. Henceg is a G 0 -module. As G 0 is reductive,g is a direct sum of irreducible G 0 -modules.
Let ∆ be the roots of G and ∆ 0 Ă ∆ the P -compact roots, i.e. the roots of G 0 , and∆ the roots of G whose root spaces belong tog. All P -maximal and P -minimal roots belong to∆. All roots in∆ are P -maximal, P -minimal or P -compact, as we add roots when we bracket root vectors. If we take any two roots in∆, the root system they generate is also in∆, as we can see by examining brackets of root vectors in all rank 2 root systems. Hence∆ is closed under reflection in its own roots, i.e.∆ is a root subsystem of ∆, and so∆ is the root subsystem generated by the P -maximal and P -minimal roots. HenceG is a complex semisimple Lie group.
Suppose that α is a P -compact root which is not a difference of P -maximal roots. As α is P -compact, i.e. a root of G 0 , reflection in α is carried out by an element of the Weyl group of G 0 , and so preserves the P -grading. So if β is any P -maximal root, then so is its α-reflection. Reflection in α moves β along an α-root string. If that root string has more than one root in it, then α is a difference of P -maximal roots. So reflection in α fixes all P -maximal roots, and so α is perpendicular to all them. Reflection in α therefore fixes every root in the root system∆ generated by the P -maximal roots, and therefore is perpendicular to every root in∆. Hence the P -compact roots divide into ( ) those which are differences of P -maximal roots, i.e. P -compact roots and ( ) those perpendicular to∆, forming a root subsystem of the P -compact roots giving a complex semisimple subgroup of G 0 acting trivially ong. The root system∆ is graded into the P -minimal roots (grade´1), differences of P -maximal roots (grade 0) and P -maximal roots (grade 1). The Lie algebrag consists of the sum of the root vectors of the∆-spaces, and their coroots (grade 0). The subalgebrap :" p Xg consists precisely of the 0 and 1 grades. Note thatp acts on z asg 0 , i.e. as a sum of irreduciblep-modules, soX "G{P is cominuscule.
Since z is an irreducible G 0 -module, if we start at the highest root, say α 0 , we can pass from it via root strings to get to any P -maximal root, repeatedly passing between P -maximal roots α, β by subtracting aP -compact positive root α´β, so that bracketing a root vector e α´β of root α´β takes e α to a nonzero multiple of e β . Letg 0 :" g 0 Xg. Hence z is an irreducibleg 0 -module.
Take a simple ideal I Ăg 0 . For any P -maximal (or P -minimal) root α, with root vector e α , re α , Is is P -maximal (or P -minimal) and also lies in I, so is zero, i.e. I is central ing, hence trivial. SoG 0 contains no simple Lie subgroup ofG. SoX is an irreducible cominuscule variety.
We next prove that pX,Gq is effective. SinceP ĂG is a parabolic subgroup, we can conjugateP by some w PG, a product reflections in roots, to swap its P -maximal andP -minimal roots. Since all roots ofG are roots of G, this same w is in the Weyl group of G, and swaps its P -maximal and P -minimal roots. So G`X wG`w´1 " 1 and wG 0 w´1 " G 0 .
An element g PG acts trivially onX just when gg 1P " g 1P for all g 1 PG, i.e. just when g lies in allG-conjugates ofP . But then g PP XwP w´1 Ă P XwP w´1 " 1.
. H a s s e d i ag r a m s . . The Hasse diagram of a root system. Recall the Hasse diagram of a root system. Given an irreducible reduced root system with a choice of basis of simple roots, and some ordering of the simple roots, a successor of a positive root α is a positive root of the form α`β for a positive simple root β. The Hasse diagram draws dots on the plane, one for each positive root, with roots of the same grade on a horizontal line, and a line from each root to each of its successors, labelled by the number of the simple root by which they differ. For example, the Hasse diagram of The Hasse diagrams are A r Each positive root e i`ei`1`¨¨¨`ei`g´1 becomes px, yq " p2i`g, gq. An edge labelled i´1 goes up to the left, if i ą 1. An edge labelled i`g goes up to the right, if i`g ă r. We can see the box: the 7 roots attached to the highest root.
. . The Hasse diagram of a cominuscule variety. In table on page , we draw the Hasse diagrams of the cominuscule varieties.
Lemma
(
. Up to possible relabeling of the roots, the boxes of the cominuscule varieties are:
A r with one crossed root, the rectangular box of points of the A r Hasse diagram ě the crossed root in the Hasse diagram ordering, labels decreasing k´1, k2 , . . . , 1 along the lower left side, and increasing k`1, k`2, . . . , r along the lower right side. B r the line segment of points above 1 in the Hasse diagram ordering, 2r´1 points in all, with labels 2, 3, . . . , r´1, r, r, r´1, . . . , 3, 2. C r the triangle of points above r in the Hasse diagram ordering, i.e. a copy of the A r reflected Hasse diagram with rightward labels diminished by 1.
D r
The line segment, with one square attached, above 1 in the Hasse diagram ordering, with labels 2, 3, . . . , r´2, then a square with labels r´1, r on opposite sides, then labels r´2, r´3, . . . , 3, 2.
The triangle above r in the Hasse diagram ordering (and similarly for the dual variety), i.e. a copy of the A r´1 reflected Hasse diagram ( ) E,F,G as drawn in table on page .
In particular, each box, as a labelled Hasse diagram, up to label permutations, uniquely determines its cominuscule variety pX, Gq.
Proof. The references compute the Hasse diagrams; we give these long descriptions only to be precise. Topologically these are all different graphs, except for ( ) pX, Gq " pP 2r´1 , A 2r´1 q and pQ 2r´1 , B r q and ( ) pX, C r q and pX, D r`1 q, which are labelled differently.
. We recognize the pattern of labels along the box as that of . The compact roots form a root subsystem of , given by cutting out the crossed roots:
. This subsystem is also the subsystem of compact roots of the associated cominuscule. Hence the Dynkin diagram of pX,Gq contains . Indeed it consist of together with one noncompact root.
This noncompact root is the lowest root of the box. The lowest root of the box is attached to an edge labelled 1, and no other edges, and is therefore connected to root 1 in the Dynkin diagram of pX,Gq, and to no other root, giving a Dynkin diagram " pX,Gq. The manifold X has dimension equal to the number of crossed roots in its Hasse diagram, i.e. 15. The manifoldX has dimension equal to the number of roots in the box, i.e.X 7 Ă X 15 .
Consider general problem of recognizing the associated cominiscule subvariety pX,Gq from the Hasse diagram of an arbitrary flag variety pX, Gq. Draw the Hasse diagram of pX, Gq. The highest root of G is the highest root of G. The component of this root in the Hasse diagram of pX, Gq is the box of pX, Gq. The roots in that box are connected by compact roots of G, hence ofG, and vice versa, so pX, Gq and pX,Gq share the same box.
The noncompact simple root of a cominuscule is the unique lowest root of the box in the Hasse diagram ordering. Its edges in the Hasse diagram are the simple roots you can add to it to get a root, i.e., are the compact simple roots it is connected to in the Levi Dynkin diagram. We uncover the topology of the Dynkin diagram of pX,Gq, and the choice of the crossed root.
We also see how the root system of pX,Gq sits in that of pX, Gq: the compact roots of pX, Gq are grade 0, the box is grade 1.
The Dynkin diagram of pX,Gq we have now drawn might not be connected, becauseG need not act effectively. The associated effective cominuscule variety has the same Dynkin diagram, but will all components removed except the one that contains the crossed root.
At this point, we only need to know whether the edges connecting our new crossed root to the Levi Dynkin diagram are single, double or triple edges, and how they are oriented. We already know all of the single, double or triple edges in the Levi Dynkin diagram: they are inherited from pX, Gq. There are no triple edges in a cominuscule Dynkin diagram.
By lemma on page , the label pattern of the box determines the Dynkin diagram of pX,Gq. For example, the lowest root in the box has two edges coming up from it just when the box is that of a Grassmannian Gr p C p`q with p, q ą 1: Otherwise there is only edge from the lowest root in the box.
The Levi Dynkin diagram has a double edge just when the resulting Dynkin diagram of pX,Gq is . Adding the crossed root creates a triple valence vertex just when pX,Gq is a D or E series. The Dynkin diagrams are all clearly topologically distinct, so we recover the cominuscule.
The remaining case: C series, or A series with X " P r , and these have different boxes, distinguished even topologically.
The tangent space of X is T x0 X " g{p, quotienting out the positive and zero grades from g, leaving negative grades, i.e. the dual vector space of the sum of positive root spaces. So the dimension of X is the number of crossed roots in the Hasse diagram. By the same reasoning, the dimension ofX is the number of roots in the box. The associated graded vector bundle on X associated to T X is the direct sum of vector bundles arising from the crossed root components of the Hasse diagram; no a priori method known counts how many components there are, or their dimensions.
. (where nodes can be either or ) contains associated cominuscule subvariety given by cutting out the interval between the leftmost and rightmost nodes inclusive and replacing it with a single crossed node, giving a Grassmannian:
Proof. Order the roots of A r according to Bourbaki [ ] pp.
-, plate I:
The Dynkin diagram of pX, A r q is this diagram with various nodes crossed:
Consider the cross on root p`1. Draw the line segment up from root p travelling to the right. All leftward edges from those roots are labelled p`1, so removed. By left right symmetry, we get a similar picture the other way, travelling up to the left. Hence we isolate the highest root into a rectangle, tilted by half a right angle, of side lengths p and q. All edges of this rectangle are labelled by compact roots, copied from the first p or the last q roots, occuring in order. Suppose that the first crossed node is at position p and the last is at position q. The associated cominuscule is given by cutting out the interval between p and q and replacing it with a single crossed root, the lowest root of the box, giving a Grassmannian pX,Gq " pGr p C p´q`n`1 , A p`n´q q: d. If nodes 1 and 2 are not crossed, then pX,Gq " pX, D q with D " PSO 2 , where is the first crossed node after node 1. In this picture, throw away the square and the lower right corner. Proof. The roots of B r are˘e i ,˘e i˘ej P Z r for i ‰ j. The simple roots are e 1´e2 , e 2´e3 , . . . , e r´1´er , e r . The highest root is e 1`e2 . We move among the P -maximal roots by subtracting compact simple roots from e 1`e2 . We can assume that the number of crossed roots is positive.
a. If only node 1 is crossed, then pX, B r q is cominuscule, so we can assume that some other root is crossed. b. Node 2 is crossed just when e 2´e3 is not a compact root, i.e. e 1`e2 can't move at all, i.e. if we subtract any compact root from e 1`e2 we don't get a root, i.e. there is a unique P -maximal root, the highest root, and the associated cominuscule subvariety is pP 1 , A 1 q with A 1 " PSL 2 . Suppose henceforth that node 2 is not crossed. c. Node 1 is crossed just when e 1´e2 is not a compact root, i.e. we can never subtract any compact root involving e 1 as we move the highest root, i.e. we find P -maximal roots e 1`e2 , e 1`e3 , . . . , e 1`e `1 where node `1 (i.e. e `1´e `2 or e `1 " e r ) is the first crossed node after node 1. The differences of the successive P -maximal roots, i.e. the compact roots we subtracted from the highest root, span the compact roots for the associated cominuscule subvariety: e 2´e3 , e 3´e4 , . . . , e ´e `1 .
If we change the sign of e 2 , e 3 , . . . , e then we get precisely the root system of A and the Cartan subgroup is the intersection with that from B r , but with the surprise that the compact simple roots all have opposite signs. d. We can assume henceforth that nodes 1, 2 are not crossed. As above, from the highest root we can reach e 1`e2 , e 1`e3 , . . . , e 1`e by subtracting P -compact simple roots. So we can reach e 1`ej for j " 2, 3, . . . , . But we can then subtract e 1´e2 , e 2´e3 , . . . , e i´1´ei to get e i`ej , if i ă j. So the P -maximal roots include e i`ej for 1 ď i, j ď with i ‰ j. If we try to subtract off another P -compact root e k´ek`1 from e i`ej , we clearly need k " i or k " j. If k " i, we only get a root if i`1 ‰ j, i.e. i ‰ j´1, and then we get to e i`1`ej , a root already on our list of P -maximal roots. If k " j, we are subtracting a P -compact root just when j ‰ , i.e. j ă , and then we get to e i`ej`1 , a root already on our list of P -maximal roots. So we can't subtract any more compact simple roots, so these are the P -maximal roots. Along the way, we subtracted all of the P -compact roots e 1´e2 , e 2´e3 , . . . , e ´1´e , so these are compact also for the associated cominuscule subvariety. Hence the associated cominuscule subvariety is pX,Gq " pX, D q:
is the variety of null -planes in C 2 with D " PSO 2 .
Lemma . Each flag variety pX, C r q where C r " PSp 2r , contains associated cominuscule subvariety:
Order the roots of C r according to Bourbaki [ ] pp. -, plate III:
a. The flag variety pX, C r q is cominuscule just when the Dynkin diagram has precisely one cross and this cross occurs at root r.
b. Suppose that pX, C r q is not cominuscule. If node 1 is crossed, then the associated cominuscule is the projective line pX,Gq " pP 1 , A 1 q with A 1 " PSL 2 : which sits in the Dynkin diagram of pX, C r q as node 1. c. Suppose that node 1 is not crossed. Let be the first crossed root that has ě 2, and suppose that ă r. Then the associated cominuscule pX,Gq has G " C " PSp 2 and X is the space of Lagrangian -planes in C 2 :
which sits in the root system of pX, C r q as the leftmost ´1 roots and the root 2e .
Proof. The roots of C r are˘2e i and˘e i˘ej P Z r , with 1 ď i, j ď r and i ‰ j. The simple roots are e i´ei`1 for i ď r´1 and 2e r . The highest root is 2e 1 . Write it as 2e 1 " 2pe 1´e2 q`2pe 2´e3 q`¨¨¨`2pe ´1´ q`2e .
a. From the classification of cominuscule varieties, we can ignore the cominuscule case. b. If node 1 is crossed, then 2e 1 can't move at all, i.e. there is a unique Pmaximal root, the highest root, and the associated cominuscule subvariety is pP 1 , A 1 q with A 1 " PSL 2 . c. Suppose henceforth that node 1 is not crossed, and the first crossed node is at ă r. We move the highest root as 2e 1´p e 1´e2 q´pe 1´e2 q´pe 2´e3 q´pe 2´e3 q´¨¨¨´pe ´1´e q´pe ´1´e q, arriving at roots 2e 1 , e 1`e2 , 2e 2 , e 2`e3 , 2e 3 , . . . , e ´1`e , 2e .
We can check that subtracting any P -compact root is either not a root or already among these. So these are the P -maximal roots. The differences of these P -maximal roots are the compact roots for the associated cominuscule subvariety: e 2´e3 , e 3´e4 , . . . , e ´1´e . This is the root system of C with the last node crossed, i. a,b,c. The flag variety pX, D r q is cominuscule just when the Dynkin diagram has precisely one cross and this cross occurs at root 1, r´1 or r. d. If node 2 is crossed, the associated cominuscule subvariety is pP 1 , A 1 q. e. Suppose that nodes 1, 2 are not crossed and that node is the first crossed node, with 3 ď ď r´2. Then the associated cominuscule is projective space pX,Gq " pX, D q is the variety of null -planes in C 2 with D " PSO 2 . f. Suppose that node 1 is crossed, node 2 is not crossed and that node `1 is the first crossed node with 2 ď ď r´1. Then the associated cominuscule is projective space pX,Gq " pP , A q with A " PSL `1 .
which sits in the Dynkin diagram of pX, D r q as the leftmost roots.
Proof. The roots of D r are˘e i˘ej P Z r , with 1 ď i, j ď r and i ‰ j. The simple roots are e i´ei`1 for i ď r´1 and e r´1`er . The highest root is e 1`e2 . Write it as a sum of simple roots e 1`e2 " pe 1´e2 q`2pe 2´e3 q`¨¨¨`2pe r´2´er´1 q`pe r´1´er q`pe r´1`er q.
a,b,c. The cominuscule cases are known: so assume that there is a root not at nodes 1, r´1 or r, say at position , 2 ď ď r´2. d. Try to subtract compact simple roots. If e 2´e3 is not a P -compact root, subtracting it from e 1`e2 moves us away from the P -maximal roots, and so we can't subtract any root from e 1`e2 , i.e. there is a unique P -maximal root, e 1`e2 , so the associated cominuscule variety is pX,Gq " pP 1 , A 1 q. e. We can only subtract e 1´e2 , e 2´e3 , e 3´e4 , . . . , e ´1´e . We don't have e ´e `1 in the compact roots, so we can't subtract that. If we can reach a P -maximal root e i`ej , with 1 ď i ă j ď , then we can subtract off e i´ei`1 just when i ă j´1, and we can subtract off e j´ej`1 just when j ă , so we can move either i or j repeatedly, to see that all roots e i`ej are P -maximal as long as 1 ď i ă j ď . On the other hand, we cannot subtract off any other P -compact simple roots, so the P -maximal roots are precisely the roots e i`ej for 1 ď i ă j ď . The differences span the compact roots for the associated cominuscule variety, and these are e i´ei`1 , 1 ď i ď ´1.
Hence the associated cominuscule subvariety is pX,Gq " pX, D q:
, is the variety of null -planes in C 2 with D " PSO 2 . f. We can only subtract e 2´e3 , e 3´e4 , . . . , e ´e `1 from the highest root. We don't have e `1´e `2 in the compact roots, so we can't subtract that. But then we can't move at all, i.e. we can't subtract any compact simple root. The P -maximal roots are thus e 1`e2 , e 1`e3 , . . . , e 1`e `1 .
The differences of the nonperpendicular P -maximal roots are compact roots for the associated cominuscule subvariety. Among them, the simple ones are: e 2´e3 , e 3´e4 , . . . , e ´e `1 .
If we change the sign of e 2 , e 3 , . . . , e ´1 then we get precisely the root system of A and the Cartan subgroup is the intersection with that from D r , but with the surprise that the compact simple roots all have opposite signs. as in table on page . The roots of E 6 are˘2e i˘2 e j P Z 8 , with 1 ď i ă j ď 8 and also ř 8 ε i e i for ε i "˘1 and ś ε i " 1 with ε 6 " ε 7 " ε 8 . The simple roots are α 1 :" 2e 1´2 e 2 , α 2 :" 2e 2´2 e 3 , α 3 :" 2e 3´2 e 4 , α 4 :" 2e 4´2 e 5 , α 5 :" 2e 4`2 e 5 , α 6 :"´pe 1`¨¨¨`e8 q.
The highest root is e 1`e2`e3`e4´p e 5`e6`e7`e8 q " so P 4 , P 5 . We are reduced to paq , pbq .
Consider paq, so either paaq or pabq .
For paaq, . C o n c l u s i o n
The Hasse diagrams of flag varieties are mysterious. We understand the tip of the iceberg, almost literally, as we can predict the box: the component of the highest root. Each component of the Hasse diagram determines an invariant subbundle of the associated graded of the tangent bundle of X. We can see how complicated the components get, but also see that there appears some attractive regularity in the pictures. We examine the noncompact root edges of the Hasse diagram of G to see how those subbundles arise from the tangent bundle, and its invariant filtration. The invariant exterior differential systems on flag varieties are not yet classified, and we don't know when they are involutive. Their integral manifolds are mysterious but natural submanifolds of flag varieties. It seems that invariant holomorphic Pfaffian systems on smooth complex projective varieties are usually entirely composed of Cauchy characteristics, and so, in some sense, trivial. It might be that the flag varieties are very rare in having interesting exterior differential systems. 
